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Abstract
Currently, mast robot programming
is done either by manual programmingor by the "teach-by-showing "method using
a teach pendant. Both of these methods have been found to
have several drawbacks.
Wehave been developing a novel method for programming a robot: the assembly-plan-from-observation (APO)
method. The APOmethod aims to build a system that has
threefold capabilities. It observes a humanperforming an
assemblytask, it understandsthe task based on this observation, and it generates a robot programto achieve the same
task. This paper overviewsour effort towardthe realization
of this method.

¯ Task Recognition - recognizing assemblytasks by using
the results of an object recognition system.
¯ Grasp Recognition - recognizing where and how the
humanoperator grasps an object for achieving the assemblytask.
¯ Global Path Recognition - recognizing the path along
which the humanoperator movesan object while avoiding collision.
¯ Task lnstantiation - collecting necessary parameters
fromthe object recognition operation, grasp recognition
operation, and global path recognition operation allows
us to develop assemblyplans to perform the same task
using a robot manipulator.

1

Introduction
Several methodfor programminga robot have been proposed. Such methods include the following: teach-byshowing, teleoperation [4], textual programming,and automatic programming[8]. Amongthese four representative
methods, teleoperation and automatic programmingare the
most promising. Yet, these methodsare often inconvenient
and impractical.
Wehave been developing a novel method which combines automatic programmingand teleoperation. Weintend
to add a vision capability, which can observe humanoperations, to an automatic programming
system. Wewill refer to
this paradigm as Assembly-Plan-from-Observation (APO).
Several other researchers have also been developing systems
towards similar goals, such as those by Kuniyoshiet al. [7]
and Takahashiet al. [12].
In our APOapproach, a humanoperator performs assembly tasks in front of a video camera. The system obtains
a continuous sequence of images from the camera which
records the assemblytasks. In order for the systemto recognize assemblytasks from the sequence of images, the system
has to performthe followingsix operations:

Section 2 designs the abstract task models used in the
task recognition process while section 3 discusses howto use
the models inthe task recognition system. Our recent work
on the temporal segmentation of the task sequence and the
subsequentgrasp recognition is detailed in sections 4 and 5.
2 Defining
Abstract
Task Models
2.1 Assembly relations
In order to developabstract task models,we haveto define
representations to describe assemblytasks. This section will
define assemblyrelations for such representations.
The primal goal of an assemblytask is to establish a new
surface contact relationship amongobjects. For example,the
goal of peg-insertion is to achieve surface contacts between
the side and bottom surfaces of the peg and the side and
bottomsurfacesof the hole. Thus, it is effective to use surface
contact relations as the central representation for defining
assembly task models.
In each assemblytask, at least one object is manipulated.
Wewill refer to that object as the manipulatedobject. The
manipulatedobject is attached to other stationary objects,
whichwe refer to as the environmentalobjects, so that the
manipulatedobject achieves a particular relationship with the
environmentalobjects.
Wewill define assemblyrelations as surface contact relations betweena manipulatedobject and its stationary environmentalobjects. Note that we do not exhaustively consider
all of the possible surface contact relations betweenall of the
objects; this wouldresult in a combinatorial explosion of
possibilities. Wecan avoid the exponential complexity by
concentrating on a select group of surface contacts, namely,
those that occur betweenthe manipulatedobject and the environmentalobjects.

¯ TemporalSegmentation - dividing the continuous sequence of images into meaningful segments which correspond to separate humanassembly tasks,
¯ Object Recognition - recognizing the objects and determining the object configurations in a given image
segment.
* This researchwassponsoredin part by the AvionicsLaboratory, Wright
Research and DevelopmentCenter, Aeronautical Systems Division (AFSC),
U.S. Air Force, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6543 under Contract
F33615-90-C-1465 Order No. 7597, and in part by National Science Foundation, under Contract CDC-9121797.
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Whenconsidering possible contact relations, we mainly
take into accountthe kinds of translation operations that are
necessaryfor achievingthese relations.
2.2 Taxonomy of assembly relation
Eachassemblyrelation consists of several surface patches
of different orientations. Since each different orientation
provides a linear inequality, the resulting possible motion
directions of an assembly relation are constrained through
simultaneouslinear inequalities. The possible motiondirections are depicted as a region on the Gaussiansphere, which
werefer to as an admissible region of the assemblyrelation.
Admissible regions have various shapes on the Gaussian sphere. By grouping admissible regions based on their
shapes, wecan establish ten distinct patterns of admissibleregions, and thus ten representative assemblyrelations. These
ten relations consists of: entire sphere (3d-s), hemisphere
region (3d-a), crescent region (3d-c), m convexpolygonal
region (3d-f), a wholearc of a great circle (3d-b), a half
of a great circle (3d-d), a partial arc of a great circle (3d-g),
pair of polar points (3d-e), one point (3d-h), and null region
(3d-i).
Wecan classify any nth directional assemblyrelation into
one of the ten representative assemblyrelations [5].
2.3 Abstract task model
An abstract task modelassociates an assembly relation
transition with an action which causes such a transition. We
will extract whatkind of transition occurs within the assembly
relation taxonomy.Weconduct this analysis by considering
possible disassembly operations [5]. By assigning an appropriate motiontemplate to each arc of the graph, we have
developed abstract task models as shownin Figure 1. Note
that the abstract task modelsalso able to handle bolt-and-nut
mechanicalrelations. See [6] for moredetails.

-

kinds of parts: head, body, bar, and nut. The systemhas the
geometric modelsof these objects. However,the system has
to decide in what order and howto assemblethese parts into
a mechanicalobject from the observation.
3.1 Object model
Object modelsare described using our geometric modeler
Vantage [2]. Each part is modeled using a CSGrepresentation. Vantageconverts CSGtrees into boundaryrepresentations. Eachboundaryrepresentation of a part consists of
faces, edges, and vertices. Vantageis a frame-basedgeometric modeler;each geometricprimitive such as a face, an edge,
and a vertices - as well as the object itself- is implemented
using frames. Topological relations amongthem are represented using winged-edgerepresentations and are stored
at appropriate slots of edge frames. Geometricinformation
such as face equations and vertex coordinates are stored at
slots of face framesand vertex frames.
3.2 Image acquisition
An operator presents each assembly task one step at a
time to the system. Each assembly task is observed by two
different image acquisition systems: a B/Wimageacquisition
system and a range image acquisition system. The B/W
images are used to detect meaningful actions of the human
operator, while the range imagesare used to recognizeobjects
and hands in the scene. The system continuously observes
the scene using the B/Wcamera and monitors brightness
changes. If there is a brightness difference between two
consecutive images, the system invokes a range finder to
obtain a range imageof the scene.
The system needs two range images at two different periods of assembly:before the task and after the task. Figure 2
shows the two images taken in one of the assembly steps.
Duringthis assemblytask, the bar is put across the two bodies. The bodyon the table is the before-the-task imagefor
this step. Thebar lying on the twobodies is the after-the-task
imagefor this step. Theprevious after-the-task imageis used
as the current before-the-task image.

j_
/

Figure 1: Abstract task models
3 Task recognition
system
In order to illustrate howthe system works, we will
demonstrate assembly operations using the following four

Figure 2: Twoimages
3.3 Object Recognition
The system creates a "difference" image by subtracting
a before-the-task image from an after-the-task image. By
applying a segmentationprogramto this "difference" image,
the systemextracts the "difference" regions whichcorrespond
to surfaces of the manipulatedobject. The object recognition
programrecognizes the manipulated object, and determines
its current pose from the difference regions. The systemonly
analyzesthe "difference" regions; it ignores the other regions
whichcorrespond to stationary environmentalobjects. Thus,
evenin a verycluttered scene, it is efficient androbust. Based
on the recognition result of the manipulatedobject, the system
generates the current world model. In Figure 3, a cylindrical
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bar is the manipulatedobject. It has just beenplaced across
the two bodies.

Figure 4: Robot performance

Figure 3: Modelof the world

4
3.4 Task recognition
The system obtains two different kinds of information
from the current world model:
* surface contact relations (task recognition)
* motionparameters(task instantiation).
By comparing the surfaces of the manipulated objects
with those of the environmentalobjects in the updatedworldmodel, the system determines contact surface pairs. When
a pair of surfaces share commonface equations, and the
vertices of the manipulatedobject project onto the surface
of the environmentalobject, the systemdecides that the pair
must contact each other. Note that since the system only
examinesthe surfaces of manipulatedobjects against those
of environmentalobjects, a combinatoryexplosion does not
occur in this pairing operation. This remains true even when
the systemis handling a relatively large numberof objects.
The Vantage geometric modeler represents curved surfaces, such as cylindrical or spherical surfaces, using two
levels of representation: approximateand global. Usingthe
approximatelevel representation, the systemdeterminesthat
the assemblyrelation is 3d-d: the normaldirection of the approximate environmentalface contacts are coplanar and exist
at the great hemicircle of the Gaussian sphere. By considering the global representation of the environmentalsurface,
the systemdetermines that this pair is a curved matingrelation. Thus, the systemretrieves the s-to-d curved surface
task model.

Temporal segmentation of tasks from human hand motion

3.5 Task instantiation
The s-to-d curved surface task model contains the motion parameters. Eachslot of the motionparameterscontains
a symbolic formula for obtaining the corresponding motion
parameter from the object’s current configuration. By retrieving the current configuration of the manipulatedobject
in the world model, the system fills the motion parameters
and performs the task as shownin Figure 4.
Thus far, we have described work on deducing the task
based on two different snapshots of the task, namely the
before- and after-the-task images. This wouldnot be sufficient to extract direct and detailed informationon the human
grasping strategy, the type of motionsinvolvedin the task, as
well as the hand global motionthat maybe of use in planning
the robot execution of the task. Weaddress this deficiency
by temporally segmentingthe task sequence into meaningful
segments for further analyses, one of which is humangrasp
recognition.

Wepropose to analyze image sequences obtained during
the humanassemblytask to identify the grasping strategy as
well as the task actions from observation. The first step in
this direction is to determinethe motionbreakpoints based
on humanhand configuration and pose throughout the task
sequence[ 16].
Wecan segmentthe entire task into meaningful subparts
(pregrasp, grasp, and manipulationphases) by analyzing both
the fingertip polygon area and the speed of the hand. The
fingertip polygon is the polygon formedby the fingertips
as its vertices. A very useful measurethat can be used to
segmentthe task moreeffectively is called the volumesweep
rate [16], whichis the product of the fingertip polygonarea
and the hand speed. The volumesweeprate measuresthe rate
of changein both the fingertip polygonarea and the speedof
the hand.
The algorithm to segmenta task sequence into meaningful
subsectionsstarts with a list of breakpointscomprisinglocal
minimain the speed profile. The global segmentationprocedure basically makesuse of the goodnessof fit of the volume
sweeprate profiles in the pregrasp phases to parabolas (inverted U-shapes). The desired breakpoints are obtained by
minimizingthe meanfit error of the parabolas subject to the
first three conditions.
Our experimentsare conductedusing a hand-tracking system which comprises the CyberGlove[ 17] and Polhemus[ 18]
devices. The CyberGlove measures 18 hand joint angles
while the Polhemusdevice measuresthe pose (i.e., translation and orientation) of the humanhand in 3D space. The
Ogis light-stripe rangefinder and a CCDcameraprovide the
range and intensity images,respectively.
An example task whose breakpoints have been correctly
identified are shownin Figure 5. The breakpoints have been
correctly identified despite the different types of manipulative
actions (pick-and-place, insertion, and screwingactions).
can be seen in Figure 5, the volumesweeprate profiles have
highly accentuated peaks during the pregrasp phases, thus
facilitating the determinationof the motionbreakpoints.
Once the motion breakpoints have been determined,
recognition of the grasp employedcan then be carried out
on the temporally located grasp frame/s.
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5

Graspclassification and recognition

Graspidentification is central to the recognitionof grasping tasks. In order to identify grasps, we need a suitable
grasp taxonomy.To this end, we use a grasp representation

call the contact web[ 14]. The contact webspatially represents effective contact betweensegmentsof the hand and the
object; its notation is shownin Figure 6. Eacheffective contact point is associated with contact position and force vector
(approximatedby the object normalat the point of contact).
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Figure 6: Contact notation on the fight hand (palmar side)
1. Computethe real finger-to-virtual finger mappingwhich
yields the virtual finger compositionsand the grasp cohesive index.
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2. If the palmsurface is not involvedin the grasp, classify
it as a non-volargrasp.
3. Otherwise, by checking the grasp cohesive index and,
if necessary, the degree of thumbabduction, classify it
either as a spherical, cylindrical or coal-hammer
(type
or 2) powergrasp.
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Figure 5: Identified breakpoints in task sequence
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5.1 The proposed grasp taxonomy
The proposed grasp taxonomybased on the contact web.
The first level dichotomyis the volar/non-volargrasp branch;
a grasp is initially classified accordingto whetherthere is
direct object-palmarsurface interaction or not (respectively).
The non-volargrasps are further classified as fingertip grasps
and composite non-volar grasps.
Intermediate-level grasp concepts, namelythe virtualfinger [20] and opposition space [21] are also used to complement the contact web. This enables the grasp to be hierarchically represented [15]. Wehave described a mapping
functionthat groupsreal fingers into virtual fingers, i.e., collections of "functionally" equivalent (in terms of similarity
of action against the object surface) fingers [14]. A result
of this mappingis an index called the grasp cohesive index, whichindicates the degree to whichthe fingers that are
groupedinto virtual fingers act in a similar manneragainst
the grasped object.
5.2 Procedure for grasp recognition
Usingthe results of a series of experimentsconducted[22],
a grasp can be identified fromthe followinggeneral steps:
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Figure 7: Discrimination graph for volar grasps
A grasp is initially classified as a volar grasp or a non-volar
grasp. If the the grasp is non-volar, its detailed identification follows the non-volar taxonomy,i.e., according to the
numberof finger and finger segments touching the object,
and the shape of the contact points [14]. However,if it is a
volar grasp, further identification follows the discrimination
procedure shownin Figure 7. The "coal-hammer"grasp is a
special case of the cylindrical powergrasp, and is identified
by the high degree of thumbabduction. Wedefine the type 1
"coal-hammer"grasp to be one in which the thumbdoes not
touch the held object, while the type 2 "coal-hammer"grasp
refers to one in whichthe thumbtouches the object. The type
2 "coal-hammer"grasp is differentiated from the cylindrical
powergrasp by its high degree of thumbabduction.
5.3 Experimental results
The results of two of the experiments using the CyberGlove are shownin Figure 8. The grasps in Figure 8(a) and
(b) have been correctly identified as a type 2 "coal-hammer"

cylindrical powergrasp anda five-fingered disc precision
grasprespectively.
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Wehave described a methodthat enables a robotic system to observea human
performan assemblytask, recognize
object relations andrelation transitions, andmaprelation
transitions to assemblytasks to causesuch transitions. This
system subsequentlygenerates a programwhichinstructs a
robot to reproducethe series of movements
originally performedby the human.In short, this methodenables a robotic
system to recognize an assemblytask performedby a human
and producethe correspondingoperational sequencesfor a
robot. Wehavealso reportedon-going workon the temporal
segmentationof the entire task sequenceandthe recognition
of the human
handgrasp.
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